KOLDLOK Air Sealing Grommet
Integral Brush and Split Integral Brush and Style Air Sealing Grommet

SPECIFICATIONS

General Information
- Integral Brush design for standard cutout sizes (PN K1010)
- Compliant with ROHS requirements
- Capable of easily passing larger 100A power connectors
- Split design allows for easy retrofit into cutout already containing cables (PN K3030)

Sealing Surface
- Two layer of opposing and interwoven filaments of the following diameter
  - 0.010" Upper Layer
  - 0.20" Lower Layer
- Approximately 25,000 filaments per grommet
- Type 6 Nylon
- Prevents 96% of bypass air with 4 ½" cables at 0.10" static pressure

Dimension
- Available Size
  - Part number K1010 and K3030
    - 11”x8-1/4”x1-5/8” Overall
    - 0.125” High installed
    - 9-1/4”x6-3/4” cutout size
    - 8”x4” usable cable area

Finishes
- Black Polypropylene

Mounting
- 4 Self Tapping Screws